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Abstract—A representative skyline contains k skyline points that can represent its corresponding full skyline. The existing
measuring criteria of k representative skylines are specifically designed for static data, and they cannot effectively handle
streaming data. In this paper, we focus on the problem of calculating the k representative skyline over data streams. First,
we propose a new criterion to choose k skyline points as the k representative skyline for data stream environments, termed
the k largest dominance skyline (k-LDS), which is representative to the entire data set and is highly stable over the streaming
data. Second, we propose an efficient exact algorithm, called Prefix-based Algorithm (PBA), to solve the k-LDS problem in a 2dimensional space. The time complexity of PBA is only O((M −k)×k) where M is the size of the full skyline set. Third, the k-LDS
problem for a d-dimensional (d ≥ 3) space turns out to be very complex. Therefore, a greedy algorithm is designed to answer
k-LDS queries. To further accelerate the calculation, we propose a ϵ-greedy algorithm which can achieve an approximate factor
1
of (1+ϵ)
(1 − √1e ). Experimental results on both synthetic and real-world data show that our k-LDS significantly outperforms its
competitors in data stream environments. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the proposed ϵ-greedy algorithm can solve k-LDS
efficiently and with a competitive accuracy.
Index Terms—representative skyline, k-largest dominance skyline (k-LDS), data stream, prefix, greedy algorithm
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1 I NTRODUCTION
Skyline, as an operator of multiple criteria decision making,
is a useful technique in many data-intensive environments,
e.g., market analysis, environmental monitoring and network monitoring. The skyline [1] consists of the points
that are not dominated by any other point. Mathematically,
given two points p1 and p2 , if the values of p1 are as
good as or better than those of p2 in all dimensions, and
better in at least one dimension, we say p1 dominates p2
(denoted as p1 ≺ p2 ). Without loss of generality, we assume
that a smaller value indicates a better performance in all
dimensions. Given a data set D with N points in a ddimensional space, as proven in [2], [3], the expected size
of the skyline of D is M = Θ(lnd−1 N/(d − 1) !) if D
follows an independent distribution. Apparently, if the size
of a data set is large or has a high dimensionality, the full
skyline (as the recommendation set) will be intractable to
users. For example, given thousands of skyline points in the
full skyline set, it will be impractical for users to choose
suitable skyline points after browsing all skyline points.
To tackle this problem, the concept of k representative
skyline [4], [5] has been proposed. The k representative
skyline consists of k (k ≪ M ) skyline points, which can
maximally represent the full skyline. In the literature, there
are some works for detecting representative skyline points.
The two most related studies are [4], [5]. Different criteria
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have been proposed to quantify the representativeness of
the selected k skyline points. Noticeably, many previous
“representativeness” measures [4], [5] fail to handle streaming data directly. In this paper, a new criterion is proposed
to describe the “representativeness” of k skyline points in
streaming data. More specifically, we reformulate the k
representative skyline problem as the k largest dominance
skyline (short for k-LDS).
Discovering k representative skyline points over data
streams can boost many applications. For example, in financial management, the stock information updates rapidly
in a trading system. Typically traders are interested in the
most recent stock information. Assuming a trader intends to
invest in a stock with a low risk and a low commission cost,
a skyline query can enumerate all the candidate investment
stocks to the user. It is noteworthy that when the size of the
skyline is sufficiently large, selecting an appropriate stock
from a large amount of candidate stocks is impractical after
browsing all the skyline points. In this case, recommending
a few representative skyline points (i.e., a k representative
skyline) would be very helpful to traders.
1.1 “Representativeness” over Data Streams
In this paper, we apply sliding windows [6] to model data
streams. Generally, a sliding window can be either timebased (i.e., items appear in the last T time units) or countbased (i.e., the last N items). We focus on the countbased sliding window since it can be adopted to a timebased sliding window using a simple transformation. In data
stream environments, a k representative skyline should meet
two criteria. It is obvious that the k skyline points should
be highly representative as a recommendation set. Also, a
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Fig. 1. The k Representative Skyline over a Sliding
Window
frequently changing k representative skyline may result in
an unacceptable time consumption. Hence, high efficiency
is another criterion.
It is generally accepted that a set with a large dominance
number [4] has high representativeness. The dominance
number of a set is the number of points dominated by
at least one point in the set. Lin et al. [4] proposed
the top-k RSP query, which uses dominance number to
measure the “representativeness” of a chosen set. The topk RSP contains k skyline points with the largest dominance
number. However, the calculation and space cost of the topk RSP in streaming environments is unacceptable. Because
all the points in the sliding window should be maintained
to count the dominance number of every skyline point.
Once the sliding window moves, the top-k RSP should be
recalculated. As shown in Fig. 1(a), when p1 , · · · , p12 are
in a sliding window, the full skyline set is {p3 , p4 , · · · , p8 }.
The top-3 RSP is {p3 , p5 , p8 } whose dominance number is
6. When p3 , · · · , p14 (shown in Fig. 1(b)) are in the sliding
window, the top-3 RSP is {p5 , p7 , p8 }, which changes
even if the full skyline remains constant. The efficiency
of the top-k RSP over the sliding window is unsatisfactory
because the time consumption and space consumption of
the top-k RSP are high.
In this paper, we propose a novel k representative skyline
query, called k largest dominance skyline (k-LDS), in
data streams. The k-LDS query uses the dominance size
(equivalent to area/volume/hypervolume of the dominance
space) to measure the representativeness of a chosen set.
For a point p, its dominance space DomSpa(p) is the
region dominated by p. For a set S, its dominance space
is the union of dominance spaces of the points in S. The
dominance size of S is the area/volume/hypervolume of its
dominance space. The k-LDS is a set of k skyline points
with the largest dominance size. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
p5 = ⟨0.3, 0.5⟩, its dominance size is 0.7 · 0.5 = 0.35.
As the example shows, the 3-LDS is {p3 , p5 , p8 } whose
dominance space is highlighted in blue. The dominance
size of {p3 , p5 , p8 } is 0.51.
The k-LDS query over the sliding window has two
advantages. The k-LDS query has high efficiency, because
there is no need to recalculate the k-LDS once the sliding
window moves. The k-LDS remains constant if the full
skyline is unchanged. As shown in Fig. 1, the full skyline
results of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are both {p3 , · · · , p8 }. Hence,

Performing a k-LDS query over a sliding window consists
of two main steps. First, we maintain the full skyline SKY
over the sliding window continuously. Afterward, the kLDS are selected from SKY .
Noticeably, the features of a 2-dimensional skyline are:
when one dimension values are arranged in ascending order,
the other dimension values must be in descending order.
Hence, we can use dynamic programming to solve the kLDS query in a 2-dimensional space. However, in a ddimensional space (d ≥ 3), the distribution of all the
skyline points has no specific property. In [7], Chen et
al. pointed out that the time cost of the k-LDS problem
k
is O(( 2·e·M
k ) ) where e is the Euler’s constant and M is
the size of the full skyline. Hence, calculating a k-LDS in
the d-dimensional (d ≥ 3) space over a sliding window
suffers from three challenges: 1) The k-LDS calculation
is computationally expensive.
the size of the full
( )Denoting
1
skyline set as M , there are M
sets
with
k skyline points.
k
It may consume significant time to search all these sets,
especially when M is large. 2) For a given set, calculating
its dominance size (as described in Definition 2) is a
difficult task. Theoretically, it is equivalent to computing the
union of sets using the inclusion-exclusion principle with
a time complexity of 2k , where k is the number of sets. 3)
The computation of k-LDS is based on sliding windows.
It is intractable to recalculate the k-LDS once the sliding
window moves.
To solve the above problems, a new approach is proposed
to process k-LDS queries over a sliding window. The key
contributions are summarized as:
1) We propose a novel k representative skyline operator,
k largest dominance skyline (k-LDS), to process
streaming data. The k-LDS has high representativeness and high stability, which is an outstanding
recommendation set for online users.
2) In a 2-dimensional space, we propose an exact algorithm, Prefix-based Algorithm (PBA), to calculate the k-LDS. The time complexity of PBA is
O((M −k)·k), where M is the size of the full skyline
set. The maintenance of PBA requires maintaining
O((M − k) · k) values over a sliding window.
3) The k-LDS problem turns out to be very complex
when the case dimensionality is over two. We propose
two algorithms to approximate the computation. One
is a greedy algorithm with a time complexity of
O((M − k) · 2k · d), while the other can remarkably
accelerate the computation at the cost of a slight
accuracy loss.
( )
M!
denotes the number of combinations when
1. M
= k!(M
−k)!
k
selecting k points from M points.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews related work. Sections 3 to 4 presents the proposed k-LDS framework, including the problem statement
and the technical details of the k-LDS query processing.
Experimental results in Section 5 validate the efficiency
and effectiveness of our approach. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 R ELATED W ORK
Our work is closely related to three research topics in the
skyline query problem: the traditional skyline query, skyline
over streaming data and k representative skylines.
2.1 The Traditional Skyline Query Problems
Borzonyi et al. [1] first introduced the skyline operator, and
since then a number of efficient algorithms about skyline
queries were proposed. BNL and D&C were proposed
in [1]. BNL calculates a skyline by scanning the whole
data set and maintaining a list of candidate skyline points in
main memory. D&C decomposes a data set into partitions,
computes the skyline of each partition, and finally merges
these skylines. SFS [8] sorts the data according to a monotonic function, then skyline points are output to a window.
Bitmap [9] transforms each tuple to an m-vector, thereafter
the skyline is returned. However, the bitmap algorithm may
fail to handle a dynamic database. NN [10] calculates the
skyline via a nearest neighbor search. BBS [11] calculates
the skyline by taking advantage of the R-tree structure.
It only accesses the nodes which may contain skyline
tuples. Liu et al. [12] presented a new indexing method
named ZINC that supports efficient skyline computation.
SOAD [13] is proposed to handle skyline queries on anticorrelated distributions.
There exist many works concerning skyline queries in
some specific settings. Some studies [14], [15] solved skyline queries in uncertain data sets and some researches [16],
[17], [18], [19] focus on skyline queries in distributed
environments.
2.2

The Skyline Query over Streaming data

A bunch of studies focus on skyline queries over streaming
data. Lin et al. [20] first proposed an approach for skyline queries over various sliding windows. Their approach
indexes the data in an R-tree and uses an interval tree
to maintain points in a sliding window. Tao et al. [21]
studied the skyline in stream environments and improved
space/time efficiency by removing the redundant points as
early as possible. Morse et al. [22] introduced a continuous
time-interval skyline to detect the current skyline over a
data stream and proposed a Look-Out algorithm to process
this query. Sarkas et al. [23] studied the streaming categorical skylines and proposed some novel techniques for
maintaining the skyline of categorical data in streaming
environments. Zhang et al. [24] studied the problem of
minimizing communications in the client-server architectures. The server detects the skyline of a dynamic database
continuously. Zhang et al. [25] processed a probabilistic
skyline query over a sliding window. Lu et al. [26] proposed
a method for continuous skyline monitoring in double-tier
streaming settings.

3

2.3 The k Representative Points from a Data Set
It is difficult to understand the full skyline if the full skyline
set is very large. Thus, we choose k highly “representative”
points as the recommendation set. In the literature, dozens
of studies focus on reducing the result set to k points, which
can be divided into 2 classes: 1) the k representative points
[27], [28], [29], [30], [32]: the selected points may not be
the skyline points. 2) the k representative skyline [4], [5]:
all the selected points must be the skyline points.
The k representative points. Chan et al. [27] proposed
the definition of k-dominance by using subdimensions.
They control the size of result by selecting the appropriate
the subdimensions. Xia et al. [28] proposed the concept of
ε-dominance. The size of the returned result is controlled
by adjusting ε. Zhang et al. [29] proposed the definition of
cone dominance. The points that cannot be cone-dominated
by any other point are returned, where the result size is
controlled by tuning the angle of the cone. Papadias et
al. [30] proposed the top-k skyline. All points are sorted
according to their dominance number. The first k points are
returned. kontaki et al. [33] proposed the continuous top-k
skyline over data streams, wherein the top-k skyline has the
same definition as the one in [30]. Zhang et al.[31] proposed
to discover representative time-level keyframes on video
streams. In all the above papers, those queries return k
points. However, the returned k points are probably not the
skyline points, which makes them deficiently representative.
The k representative skyline. Tao et al. [5] proposed
distance-based representative skyline query (DRS) which
applies a distance metric to measure the “representativeness” of a chosen set. Given a set K with k skyline points from the full skyline set S, Er(K, S) =
maxp∈S−K {minp′ ∈K |p, p′ |}, where |p, p′ | is the Euclidean
distance between p and p′ . The DRS is a set K that
minimizes Er(K, S). The DRS performs well only if
skyline points follow a cluster distribution. Hence, the
DRS cannot guarantee a high representativeness in data
stream environments, because the dominance ability of the
chosen set is neglected. Vlachou et al. [34] proposed a
algorithm to process the DRS query over distributed data.
Sarma et al. [35] proposed a new definition of the k
representative skyline. A set of k points that can maximize
the probability of a user clicking at least one displayed
points is returned. Noticeably, auxiliary parameters are
required for this definition, which limits applications with
missing parameters. Magnani et al. [36] proposed a k representative skyline based on the significance and diversity
(SDRS for short). Given a k skyline set K, they want to
obtain
∑ a set with the largest objective
∑ function obj(K) =
λ ∑s∈K minr∈K−s δ(r, s) + (1 − λ) s∈K E(σ(s)), where
λ s∈K minr∈K−s δ(r, s) is the sum of the edit distances
between all
∑the selected points to measure the diversity of
K. (1−λ) s∈K E(σ(s)) uses sigmoid function to measure
the significance of the chosen points. However, the SDRS
is largely depends on the parameter λ. The SDRS may be
insignificant because of an unsuitable λ.
Recently, 1-regret minimizing sets [37] select k points
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to represent the full data set. For each user ui , there is a
corresponding weight wi to show his/her attention to each
dimension. Given wi , all points in the data set D can be
scored. The largest top-n score is denoted as scorei . For
a point p, difi (p) represents the difference between p’s
score and socrei . p’s k-regratio is maxwi ∈W difi (p). The
points with the smallest k k-regratio values constitute the
1-regret minimizing sets. Then Magnani [38] proposed kregret minimizing sets to represent the full set. Given a
set K and a weight wi , K’s score in wi is the smallest
difference between the scores of points in K and scorei
(denoted as difi (K) = minp∈K (score(p, wi ) − scorei )).
The max score of K in all the weights is the k-regratio of
K, denoted as maxwi ∈W difi (K). All the above problems
can select k skyline points as their results, however they
are different from our problem. They calculate their results
by providing some additional parameters.
Dellis et al. [39] proposed an algorithm to calculate
the reverse skyline. They keep a fixed-sized approximation
skyline to prune. The fixed-sized approximate skyline is a
\ and DDR.
\
set of k skyline points that maximize DADR
\
Here, DADR is the region dominating at least one point in
\ is the region dominated
the approximation skyline. DDR
by at least one point in the approximate skyline. The
approximate skyline is fundamentally different from our
proposed k-LDS.
Chen et al. [7] proposed an algorithm to process constrained skyline queries at distributed data sites. During
processing, they selected k skyline points as the filtering
points. They also agreed that k skyline points with the larger
dominance size may dominate more points. Hence, they
intended to obtain our k-LDS as the filtering set. Because
they wanted to select the filtering set as soon as possible, a
heuristics algorithm was developed to obtain the k filtering
points rapidly by sacrificing accuracy. It is based on a
simple hypothesis: the farther the distances between the
selected k points, the larger their dominance size.
The most relative studies to our research are [5], [4],
[7]. By utilizing the latent features of streaming data, we
present the k-LDS operator to process streaming data. This
problem is novel and the key techniques are completely
different from those previous works.

3

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

We define the k largest dominance skyline (k-LDS) over
a sliding window. Table 3 (in Appendix A) summarizes
the mathematical notations. First, we recall the definition
of the skyline. Given a data set D in the d-dimensional
space, and two points pi = ⟨pi [1], · · · , pi [d]⟩ and pj =
⟨pj [1], · · · , pj [d]⟩, then pi dominates pj (denoted as pi ≺
pj ) if ∀m ∈ [1, d], pi [m] ≤ pj [m] and ∃n ∈ [1, d], pi [n] <
pj [n]. The skyline of D is the set of points which are not
dominated by others, denoted as SKY (D) = {pi |@pj ∈
D, pj ≺ pi }.
For any point pi in a d-dimensional space, without loss
of generality, the values of pi in all dimensions can be
normalized between 0 and 1. Afterwards, we define the
dominance space and the dominance size of a point.

4
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Fig. 2. The Definition of k-LDS
Definition 1 (Dominance Space and Dominance Size):
Given a point pi = ⟨pi [1], · · · , pi [d])⟩, the points
located in pi ’s dominance space are dominated
by pi . pi ’s dominance space is denoted as
DomSpa(pi ) = ([pi [1], 1], · · · , [pi [d], 1]). pi ’s dominance
size is the area/volume/hypervolume
∏ of its dominance
space, denoted as DomSize(pi ) = j∈[1,d] (1 − pi [j]).
As shown in Fig. 2, p3 = ⟨0.3, 0.5⟩, p3 ’s dominance
space is DomSpa(p3 ) = ([0.3, 1], [0.5, 1]), and its dominance size is DomSize(p3 ) = (1 − 0.3) · (1 − 0.5) = 0.35.
Given a point set S = {p1 , · · · , pi } in a d-dimensional
space, the dominance space of S is the union of all points’ dominance spaces. The intersection dominance
space of S is the intersection of the dominance spaces of the points in S, denoted as IntSpa(S) =
([maxpj ∈S (pj [1]), 1], · · · , [maxpj ∈S (pj [d]), 1]). The dominance size of S (denoted as DomSize(S)) (or intersection dominance size of S, denoted as IntSize(S)) is
the area/volume/hypervolume of S’s dominance space (or
S’s intersection dominance space). As shown in Figure
2, given a point set S = {p1 , p3 , p6 }, S’s dominance
space is highlighted by colours, and its dominance size is
0.51. S’s intersection dominance space is IntSpa(S) =
([0.7, 1], [0.8, 1]), then IntSize(S) = 0.3 · 0.2 = 0.06.
Given a set S = {p1 , · · · , pi } with i points, we use lSets(S)
( ) to denote all the subsets of S with l points. There
are il subsets in l-Sets(S). Based on the above symbol
definitions, we present a more detailed definition of the
dominance size of a set.
Definition 2 (Dominance Size of A Set): Given a point
set S = {p1 , .., pi }, S’s dominance size is
∑

DomSize(S) =

pj ∈S

+(−1)

2

∑

∑

1

DomSize(pj ) + (−1)

IntSize(Sj )

Sj ∈2−Sets(S)

IntSize(Sj ) + · · · + (−1)

i−1

IntSize(S)

(1)

Sj ∈3−Sets(S)

Based on the above definitions, we give the definition of
the k-largest dominance skyline (k-LDS).
Definition 3 (k-Largest Dominance Skyline (k-LDS)):
Given a skyline set SKY (D) with M skyline points
and a parameter k, if M ≤ k, the k-LDS is
SKY (D). Otherwise, the k-LDS is the set in kSets(SKY (D)) with the largest dominance size, denoted
as k-LDS(D) = {Si |Si ∈ k-Sets(SKY (D)), @Sj ∈ kSets(SKY (D)), DomSize(Sj ) > DomSize(Si )}.
As shown in Fig. 2, the skyline
( ) set SKY is {p1 , · · · , p6 }.
Given k = 3, there are 63 subsets in 3-Sets(SKY ).
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k
time cost of the k-LDS problem is O(( 2·e·M
k ) ) where e is
the Euler’s constant and M is the size of the full skyline.
Therefore, the time cost of calculating the exact k-LDS in
a d-dimensional space is unacceptable. In Section 4.3, we
give a heuristic method to solve the k-LDS query in the
d-dimensional space.
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Fig. 3. Example of k-LDS in a 2-dimensional Space
{p1 , p3 , p6 } has the largest dominance size of 0.51. Therefore, the 3-LDS is {p1 , p3 , p6 }.
In this paper, we aim to find the k-LDS over a sliding
window. Given a data stream DS in a d-dimensional space,
a parameter k, and the size of the sliding window N , DSN
contains the most recent N points pt+1 , pt+2 , · · · , pt+N
over the sliding window. The k-LDS query processing over
a sliding window is comprised of two steps: inserting a new
point pnew and expiring the oldest point pold . A k-LDS
query over a sliding window retrieves the k-LDS in DSN
continuously.
4 k-LDS OVER A S LIDING W INDOW
Calculating the k-LDS over a sliding window contains two
steps: In step 1, we maintain the skyline over the sliding
window. In step 2, the k-LDS is calculated from the full
skyline set. Because there have been many studies focus
on maintaining the skyline set over the sliding window, we
apply an off-the-shelf algorithm [21] to process the skyline
query. Therefore, we only focus on how to obtain the kLDS from the full skyline set.
4.1 Introduction to k-LDS

∑

′

4.2 The k-LDS in 2-dimensional Space
Given a skyline set SKY = {s1 , · · · , sM } in a 2dimensional space, any subset of SKY with k skyline
points is called a k-skyline set. In this section, the points in
SKY and all k-skyline sets are sorted in ascending order
according to the first dimensional values.
4.2.1 Dynamic Programming Process of the k-LDS
Given the full skyline set SKY = {s1 , · · · , sM }, since all
its k-skyline sets are sorted, the bounds of the i-th point
in any k-skyline set are si and sM −k+i , respectively. All
the points which meet the bounds form the set i-order =
{si , · · · , sM −k+i }. As shown in Fig. 3, given k = 3, s1 and
s6 can never be the second point in any 3-skyline set, hence,
the bounds of the second point in any 3-skyline set are s2
and s5 , 2-order = {s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 }. Similarly, 1-order =
{s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 },3-order = {s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 }.
Definition 4 (Prefix Set): Given SKY = {s1 , · · · , sM }
and its i-th point si , the points in {s1 , · · · , si−1 } are sorted
before si . Any subset of {s1 , · · · , si−1 } with l (l < i) point
is a l-prefix set of si .
Given a l-prefix set of si P = {s′1 , · · · , s′l },
the prefix size of P with respect to (w.r.t.) si (denoted as P reSize(P,
si )) is the difference between
∪
DomSize(P {si }) and DomSize(si ).
∪
{si }) − DomSize(si )
∑
′
′
′
′
′
= (1 − sl [2])(si [1] − sl [1]) +
(1 − sj [2])(sj+1 [1] − sj [1])

P reSize(P, si ) = DomSize(P

In a 2-dimensional space, given a skyline set SKY =
{s1 , · · · , sM }, SKY has the following feature: when all
the points in SKY are sorted in ascending order by the
first dimension values, their second dimension values must
be in descending order. Hence, given any k-skyline set
K = {s′1 , · · · , s′k } (a subset of SKY with k skyline points),
if the points in K are sorted in ascending order by the first
dimension values, the dominance size of K is calculated by
the following equation.
DomSize(K) =

5

′

′

′

(1 − si [2])(si+1 [1] − si [1]) + DomSize(sk )

i∈[1,k−1]

(2)

As shown in Fig. 3, given a set K = {s1 , s3 , s4 },
DomSize(K) = (1 − 0.9) · (0.3 − 0.1) + (1 − 0.5) · (0.4 −
0.3) + (1 − 0.4) · (1 − 0.3) = 0.49.
In Section 4.2, we prove that the k-LDS problem in
a 2-dimensional space can be solved using a dynamic
programming method. We propose a prefix-based algorithm
(PBA) to calculate the exact k-LDS in the 2-dimensional
space with the time complexity O((M − k) · k).
In a d-dimensional space (d ≥ 3), the distribution of all
the skyline points has no specific property. The dynamic
programming method cannot guarantee the delivery of the
optimal values. In [7], Chen et al. have pointed out that the

(3)

j∈[1,l−1]

As shown in Fig. 3, s4 has 3 2-prefix sets. They are
P1 = {s1 , s2 }, P2 = {s1 , s3 } and P3 = {s2 , s3 }.
P reSize(P2 , s4 ) = 0.02 + 0.05 = 0.07. Similarity,
P reSize(P1 , s4 ) = 0.04 and P reSize(P3 , s3 ) = 0.065.
Definition 5 (The largest Prefix Set/Combination):
Given all the l-prefix sets of si , si ’s largest l-prefix set
is the one with the largest prefix size w.r.t. si . The union
of si ’s largest prefix set and {si } is called si ’s largest
(l + 1)-combination, denoted as (l + 1)-LaCom(si ).
As shown in Fig. 3, P reSize({s1 , s3 }, s4 ) = 0.02 +
0.05 = 0.07 which is the largest, hence, s4 ’s largest
2-prefix set is {s1 , s3 }. s4 ’s largest 3-combination is 3LaCom(s4 ) = {s1 , s3 , s4 }.
Theorem 1: Given all the points in k-order and their
largest k-combination sets, the k-LDS is the one in these
largest k-combination sets with the largest dominance size.
As shown in Fig. 4, we want to find the 3-LDS from
SKY = {s1 , · · · , s6 }. The 3-order = {s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 }
and their corresponding largest 3-combination sets are
{s1 , s2 , s3 }, {s1 , s3 , s4 }, {s3 , s4 , s5 } and {s3 , s4 , s6 }. For
these largest 3-combination sets, {s3 , s4 , s5 } is the 3-LDS
because it has the largest dominance size 0.5.
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3-LDS is{

s 3 , s4 , s5 }

3- LaCom(si) DomSize(S)
s1=(0.1,0.9)
s2=(0.2,0.85)
s3=(0.3,0.5)

s3 : { s1 , s2 , s3 }
s4 : { s1 , s3 , s4 }
s5 : { s3 , s4 , s5 }
s6: { s3, s4, s6}

0.375
0.49
0.5
0.49

s4=(0.4,0.3)
s5=(0.7,0.3)
s6=(0.9,0.1)

2- LaCom(si)
s5' s largest 2s2:{ s1, s2}
s3:{ s1, s3} prefix set { s3, s4}
s4:{ s3, s4}

6

3-LDS calculation process:
Largest 2-combination sets
Largest 3-combination sets

s1 : { s1 }
s2 : { s2 }
s3 : { s3 }
s4 : { s4 }

s2:{ s1, s2}
s3:{ s1, s3}
s4:{ s3, s4}
s5:{ s4, s5}

{s1, s3, s4}'s prefix size function w.r.t
f({ s1, s3, s4}, x)=07. x-02. 1
x

dim2

Largest 1-combination sets

s3:{ s1, s2, s3}
s4:{ s1, s3, s4}
s5:{ s3, s4, s5}
s6:{ s3, s4, s6}

1
09.
s1
08.
s2
07.
06.
05.
s3
04.
03.
s4
02.
01.
o 0.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.809. 1

2- LaCom(s3)={ s1, s3}:
0.5x-0.15+0.02
=05.x-01. 3
2- LaCom(s4)={ s3, s4}:
0.7x-0.28+0.05
=07.x-02. 3
s5

s6
dim1

Fig. 4. Dynamic Programming Approach (k = 3)

Fig. 5. Example of Prefix Size Function

Next, a theorem is given to quickly obtain the largest
k-combinations of all points in k-order.
Theorem 2: Given si ∈ (l + 1)-order and the largest lcombination sets of the points sorted before si in l-order,
si ’s largest l-prefix set must be the one in these largest
l-combinations sets with the largest prefix size w.r.t. si .
As shown in Fig. 4, s5 belongs to 3-order. There are
3 points sorted before s5 in 2-order: s2 , s3 and s4 .
Their largest 2-combination sets are {s1 , s2 }, {s1 , s3 } and
{s3 , s4 }. {s3 , s4 } has the largest prefix size w.r.t. s5 , hence,
{s3 , s4 } is the largest 2-prefix set w.r.t. s5 . s5 ’s largest 3combination set is {s3 , s4 , s5 }.
According to Theorems 1 and 2, a dynamic programming
method (shown in Algorithm 1) is applied to solve the kLDS problem in a 2-dimensional space. Specially, for each
point si in 1-order, its largest 1-combination set is {si }
(line 1). For each point si in 2-order, its largest 1-prefix set
must be the one in the largest 1-combination sets (Theorem
2) (line 4). Thus we obtain the largest 2-combination sets
of all the points in 2-order (line 5). Similarly, the largest lcombination sets of the points in l-order (l = 2, 3, · · · , k)
are calculated (lines 2-5). Finally, according to Theorem 1,
the k-LDS is the one in those largest k-combination sets
with the largest dominance size (line 6).

size is the largest.
4.2.2 Description of the PBA Algorithm
In the dynamic programming method, for all the points
in (l + 1)-order, it loops O((M − k)2 ) times to compute their largest l-prefix sets. In our PBA algorithm, we
need O(M − k) iterations to calculate the largest l-prefix
sets of points in (l + 1)-order. Specifically, given si ’s
largest l-combination set l-LaCom(si ), we introduce a
new concept–l-LaCom(si )’s largest range (denoted as lLaRan(si )). l-LaRan(si ) is a range. For any point sj
in (l + 1)-order, if sj [1] is located in l-LaRan(si ), lLaCom(si ) must be sj ’s largest l-prefix set.
As shown in Fig. 4, given s1 ’s largest 1-combination set
1-LaCom(s1 ), if we have known 1-LaCom(s1 )’s largest
range is 1-LaRan(s1 ) = (0.1, 0.35], we can assert that 1LaCom(s1 ) is the largest 1-prefix set of s2 and s3 , because
s2 [1] = 0.2 ∈ (0.1, 0.35] and s3 [1] = 0.3 ∈ (0.1, 0.35].
Next, we describe how to obtain the largest ranges of all
the largest l-combination sets within O(M − k) iterations.
First, we introduce a concept–prefix size function.
Definition 6 (Prefix Size Function): Given a prefix set
P = {s′1 , · · · , s′l } and a variable value x, P’s prefix size
function w.r.t. x (x > s′l [1]) is
′

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Programming Process of the
k-LDS
input : skyline SKY with M points in 2-dimensional space
output: the k-LDS of SKY
1
2
3
4
5

6

∀si ∈ 1-order, initialize 1-LaCom(si ) = {si };
for i = 2; i ≤ k; i + + do
for each sj in i-order do
From the largest (i − 1)-combination sets, calculate
sj ’s largest (i − 1)-prefix set;
sj ’s largest i-combination set= the union of sj ’s
largest (i − 1)-prefix set and {sj };
From all the largest k-combination sets, we select the one
with the largest dominance size as the k-LDS;

Example 1: As shown in Fig. 4, SKY = {s1 , · · · , s6 },
we aim to find the 3-LDS. First, we initialize the largest
1-combination sets {s1 }, {s2 }, {s3 } and {s4 }. Second, for
all the points in 2-order = {s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 }, we obtain their
largest 2-combination sets, {s1 , s2 }, {s1 , s3 }, {s3 , s4 } and
{s4 , s5 }. Similarly, we obtain all the largest 3-combination
sets, {s1 , s2 , s3 }, {s1 , s3 , s4 }, {s3 , s4 , s5 } and {s3 , s4 , s6 }.
Finally, from all these largest 3-combination sets, we obtain
the 3-LDS 3-LDS(SKY ) = {s3 , s4 , s5 } whose dominance

x:

′

f (P, x) = (1−sl [2])(x−sl [1])+

∑

′

′

′

(1−sj [2])(sj+1 [1]−sj [1]) (4)

j∈[1,l−1]

As shown in Fig. 5, 3-LaCom(s4 ) = {s1 , s3 , s4 }, f (3LaCom(s4 ), x) = 0.02+0.05+0.7x−0.28 = 0.7x−0.21.
Given a largest l-combination set S, S’s largest range is
the range of x where f (S, x) is larger than the prefix size
functions of other largest l-combination sets. As shown in
Fig. 6, we draw the prefix size functions of all largest 1combination sets. When x ∈ (0.65, 1], f (1-LaCom(s4 ), x)
has the largest values among all prefix size functions.
Hence, 1-LaRan(s4 ) = (0.65, 1]. 1-LaCom(s4 ) is the
largest 1-prefix set of s5 and s6 , because s5 [1] = 0.7 ∈
(0.65, 1] and s6 [1] = 0.9 ∈ (0.65, 1].
Given si , sj ∈ l-order and their corresponding largest
l-combination sets l-LaCom(si ) and l-LaCom(sj ), f (lLaCom(sj ), x) increases faster than f (l-LaCom(si ), x)
if sj [1] > si [1]. The value of x for the equation f (lLaCom(si ), x) = f (l-LaCom(si+1 ), x) is denoted as lxi,j . As shown in Fig. 5, f (2-LaCom(s3 ), x) = 0.5x−0.13
and f (2-LaCom(s4 ), x) = 0.7x−0.23. 2-x3,4 = 0.5 is the
solution of equation 0.5x − 0.13 = 0.7x − 0.23.
Theorem 3: If l-xi,i+1 ≤ l-xi−1,i , then l-LaCom(si )
does not have the largest range.
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Largest 1combination sets 04.
1- LaCom(s1):
01. x-00. 1
1- LaCom(s2):
01. 5 x-0.03
1- LaCom(s3):
05. x-01. 5
1- LaCom(s4):
07. x-02. 8

f(x)
1- LaRan(s1)

1- LaRan(s3)

1- x13, =03. 5

03.

1- LaRan(s4)

1- x3,4 =0.65

1- x1,2 =04.

02.

1- x23, =03. 4

01.
0

01.

0.2

03.

0.4

0.5

06.

07.

0.8

09.

1

Fig. 6. Example of Largest Ranges Calculation
As shown in Fig. 6, 1-x1,2 = 0.4 and 1-x2,3 = 0.34.
Since 1-x2,3 < 1-x1,2 , 1-LaCom(s2 ) does not have the
largest range.
On the basis of Theorem 3, Algorithm 2 details the calculation of the largest ranges for all the largest l-combination
sets. First, we calculate the value l-x1′ ,2′ , initialize lLaRan(s′1 ) = (s′1 [1], l-x1′ ,2′ ] and the low bound of lLaRan(s′2 ) as l-x1′ ,2′ (Lines 1-2). Second, we calculate
the value l-x2′ ,3′ , if l-x2′ ,3′ > l-x1′ ,2′ , then we update
the high bound of l-LaRan(s′2 ) and the low bound of lLaRan(s′3 ) as l-x2′ ,3′ (Lines 5-10). If l-x2′ ,3′ ≤ l-x1′ ,2′ ,
then l-LaRan(s′2 ) = ∅. We recalculate the value l-x1′ ,3′
and update the high bound of l-LaRan(s′1 ) and the low
bound of l-LaRan(s′3 ) as l-x1′ ,3′ (Lines 11-21). After
handling l-x(M −k−1)′ ,(M −k)′ , we obtain the largest ranges
for all the largest l-combination sets.
Algorithm 2: Calculation of the Largest Ranges
input : l-order = {s′1 , · · · , s′M −k }, the prefix size
functions w.r.t. x of all largest l-combination sets
output: the largest ranges of all largest l-combination sets
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

f (l-LaCom(s′1 ), x)

calculate
=
obtain the value l-x1′ ,2′ of x;
initialize l-LaRan(s′1 ) = (s′1 [1], l-x1′ ,2′ ],
l-LaRan(s′2 ) = (l-x1′ ,2′ , 1];
for i = 2; i < M − k; i + + do
calculate the value l-xi′ ,i+1′ ;
if l-xi′ ,(i+1)′ > 1 then
continue; // continue the for loop

and

if l-LaRan(s′i ) ̸= ∅ and l-xi′ ,(i+1)′ > the low bound of
l-LaRan(s′i ) then
the high bound of l-LaRan(s′i ) = l-xi′ ,(i+1)′ ;
l-LaRan(s′i+1 ) = (l-xi′ ,(i+1)′ , 1];
continue; // continue the for loop
j = i − 1;
while j > 1 do
if l-LaRan(s′j ) is not empty then
calculate l-xj ′ ,(i+1)′ ;
if l-xj ′ ,(i+1)′ > low bound of l-LaRan(s′j )
then
the high bound of
l-LaRan(sj )=l-xj,(i+1)′ ;
l-LaRan(s′i+1 ) = (l-xi′ ,(i+1)′ , 1];
break; //exit the while loop
else

20
21

f (l-LaCom(s′2 ), x)

l-LaRan(sj ) = ∅;

j − −;

Example 2: [The Largest Ranges] As shown in Fig. 6,
first, we calculate 1-x1,2 = 0.4, 1-LaRan(s1 ) = (0.1, 0.4]

7

and 1-LaRan(s2 ) = (0.4, 1]. Second, we calculate 1x2,3 = 0.34. Because 0.34 < 0.4, 1-LaRan(s2 ) = ∅.
We calculate the value 1-x1,3 = 0.35 and update 1LaRan(s1 ) = (0.1, 0.35], 1-LaRan(s3 ) = (0.35, 1].
Finally, we calculate 1-x3,4 = 0.65 and update 1LaRan(s3 ) = (0.35, 0.65] and 1-LaRan(s4 ) = (0.65, 1].
Now the largest ranges of all the largest 1-combination sets
x
are obtained.
Theorem 4: O(M − k) iterations are required to obtain
the largest ranges for all the largest l-combination sets.
For all the largest l-combinations, Algorithm 2 returns
their largest ranges in a runtime of O(M −k). For all points
in (l + 1)-order, their largest l-prefix sets are returned in
O(M − k) time cost by using the corresponding largest
ranges. Hence, the time complexity of PBA is O((M − k) ·
k).
Example 3: [PBA Algorithm] As shown in Fig. 7, given
k = 3, we first obtain all the largest 1-combination sets
{s1 }, {s2 }, {s3 }, {s4 } and calculate their largest ranges
1-LaRan(s1 ) = (0.1, 0.35], 1-LaRan(s3 ) = (0.35, 0.65],
1-LaRan(s4 ) = (0.65, 1]. Second, we obtain all the
largest 2-combination sets 2-LaCom(s2 ) = {s1 , s2 }, 2LaCom(s3 ) = {s1 , s3 }, 2-LaCom(s4 ) = {s3 , s4 } and
2-LaCom(s5 ) = {s4 , s5 }. Using the same approach, we
calculate the largest ranges of all the largest 2-combination
sets and obtain all the largest 3-combination sets. Finally,
{s3 , s4 , s5 } is the 3-LDS with the largest dominance size.
s1=(0.1,09.)
s2=(0.2,08. 5)
s3=(0.3,05.)
s4=(0.4,03.)
s5=(0.7,03.)
s6=(0.9,01.)

(a)Dataset

1- xi,j {s1} {s2} {s3}
{s2} 0.4
--{s3} 0.35 0.34
-{s4} --- 0.65

2- xij, {s1,s2} {s1,s3} {s3,s4}
{s1,s3} 0.31
--{s3,s4}
-05.
-{s4,s5}
--1

si 1- LaRan(si) 2- LaCom(si) 2- LaRan(si)
s1 (0.1,0.35]
--s2
-{s1,s2}
(0.2,0.31]
s3 (0.35,0.65]
{s1,s3}
(0.31,05.]
s4 (06. 5,1]
{s3,s4}
(0.5,1]
s5
-{s4,s5}
-s6
----

3- LaCom(si)
--{s1,s2,s3}03. 75
{s1,s3,s4} 04. 9
{s3,s4,s5} 05.
{s3,s4,s6} 04. 9

(b)Maintenance Tables

Fig. 7. Calculation of the PBA
4.2.3 Maintenance of the PBA Algorithm
According to the definition of the k-LDS, only when the
full skyline changes, our k-LDS may change. When a new
skyline point snew is inserted into the full skyline set, the
k-LDS needs to be recalculated. When an old skyline point
sold is deleted from the full skyline set, the k-LDS needs
to be recalculated if sold ∈ k-LDS. If sold ̸∈ k-LDS, the
k-LDS has no change.
Theorem 5: If the expired skyline point sold ̸∈ k-LDS,
then the k-LDS does not change.
Here, we introduce the maintenance method of the PBA
algorithm. Some intermediate results of the PBA algorithm
are preserved to facilitate the maintenance of the k-LDS
query over a sliding window. First, all values of x for
equations f (l-LaCom(si ), x) = f (l-LaCom(sj ), x) (∀l ∈
[1, k − 1]) which have been calculated in Algorithm 2
are preserved. Second, the largest ranges of all the largest
l-combination sets (l ∈ [1, k − 1]) are stored. These
maintenance values are shown in Fig. 7(b).
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1- xi,j {s1} {s2} {s3}
{s2} 0.4
--{s3} 0.35 0.34
-{s4} --- 0.65

s1=(0.1,0.9)
s2=(0.2,0.85)
s3=(0.3,0.5)

2- xi,j {s1,s2} {s1,s3} {s3,s4}
{s1,s3} 0.31
--{s3,s4}
-0.5
-{s3,s5'}
--07.

si 1- LaRan(si) 2- LaCom(si)
s1 (0.1,0.35]
-s2
-{s1,s2}
s3 (0.35,0.65]
{s1,s3}
s4 (0.65,1]
{s3,s4}
s5'
-{s3,s5'}
s6
---

s4=(0.4,0.3)
s5=(0.7,0.3)
s5'=(0.5,0.2)
s6=(0.9,0.1)

2- LaRan(si)
-(0.2,0.31]
(0.31,0.5]
(0.5,0.7]
(0.7,1]
--

3- LaCom(si)
--{s1,s2,s3}03. 75
{s1,s3,s4} 04. 9
{s1,s3,s5'}05. 2
{s3,s5',s6}05. 1

(b)Maintenance Tables

(a)Dataset

Fig. 8. Inserting s′5 = ⟨0.5, 0.2⟩ into the Example as
Described in Fig. 7
If snew ∈ SKY , we have to recalculate the k-LDS.
More specifically, due to the addition of snew , some largest
combination sets and their largest ranges may change. That
is, we just need to calculate the corresponding values of
the updated largest combination sets. As shown in Fig.
8, a new skyline point s′5 = ⟨0.5, 0.2⟩ enters the full
skyline. Because the new skyline point s′5 ∈ 2-order and
s′5 ̸∈ 1-order, all the largest 1-combination sets and their
largest ranges remain unchanged. Since s′5 [1] = 0.5 ∈ 1LaRan(s3 ) = (0.35, 0.65], 2-LaCom(s′5 ) = {s3 , s′5 }.
Next, the largest range of 2-LaCom(s′5 ) needs to be
recalculated. We calculate the value 2-x4,5′ = 0.7 and update 2-LaRan(s4 ) = (0.5, 0.7], 2-LaRan(s′5 ) = (0.7, 1].
According to the updated largest ranges, 3-LaCom(s′5 ) =
{s1 , s3 , s′5 } with dominance size 0.52, 3-LaCom(s6 ) =
{s3 , s′5 , s6 } with dominance size 0.51. Therefore, the new
3-LDS becomes {s1 , s3 , s′5 }.
If sold ∈ k-LDS, we also have to recalculate the k-LDS.
Similarly, it is only necessary to calculate the corresponding
values in maintenance tables (shown in Fig. 8(b)). When
the sliding window moves, only the values in maintenance
tables need to be maintained. The space complexity of the
maintenance table is O((M − k) · k). In the worst case,
when the new skyline point snew ∈ 1-order and snew is
the first point in the k-LDS, at most O((M − k) · k) values
in maintenance tables are recalculated.
4.3 The k-LDS in the d-dimensional Space (d ≥ 3)
In [34], Chen et al. have pointed out that the time cost
of the k-LDS problem in d-dimensional space (d ≥ 3) is
k
O(( 2·e·M
k ) ). Therefore, it is impossible to calculate the exact k-LDS in d-dimensional space. We use a greedy scheme
to calculate the approximate k-LDS in d-dimensional space.
4.3.1 Calculation Details of k-LDS in d-dimensional
space (d ≥ 3)
First, we introduce a basic definition.
Definition 7 (Incremental Size): Given a subset of
the skyline N = {s′1 , · · · , s′n } with n points, a point
sj ∈ SKY, sj ̸∈ N , sj ’s incremental size w.r.t. N
is the difference between DomSize(N ∪ {sj }) and
DomSize(N ).
IncreSize(N , sj ) = DomSize(sj ) − [
∑

∑

1

IntSize({sj , si }) + (−1)

si ∈N
2

IntSize({sj } ∪ Si ) + (−1)

Si ∈2−Sets(N )

∪ Si ) + · · · + (−1)

∑

IntSize({sj }

Si ∈3−Sets(N )
|N |−1

IntSize({sj } ∪ N )]

(5)

8

As shown in Fig. 9, given a set S = {s2 , s5 } and a
point s3 = ⟨0.4, 0.5, 0.5⟩, we obtain IncreSize(S, s3 ) =
0.15 − [(0.12 + 0.1) − (0.08)] = 0.01.
A Greedy Solution. The greedy algorithm is computed as
follows. Given a full skyline SKY = {s1 , · · · , sM } (M >
k) in a d-dimensional space (d ≥ 3), for each point si ∈
SKY , we calculate its dominance size DomSize(si ) based
on Definition 2. First, we select the point in SKY with the
largest dominance size and add it to the set K. Second, for
each point si ∈ SKY −K, we calculate its incremental size
w.r.t. K, and then choose one with the largest incremental
size into K. The process is repeated until there are k skyline
points in K.
Algorithm 3: Greedy Algorithm
input : the skyline set SKY ; the parameter k
output: the set K with k skyline points

4

initialize K = ∅;
while |K| < k do
for each point si ∈ SKY − K do
calculate the incremental size IncreSize(K, si );

5

return K;

1
2
3

Analysis of Greedy Algorithm. In practice, the
k-LDS can be immediately transformed into the
maximum coverage problem [40]. As a consequence,
the greedy algorithm returns an approximate result with
an approximate ratio (1 − √1e ) where e is Euler’s constant.
More specifically, let OP T denote the exact k-LDS set
and Ki denote the result of the greedy algorithm after
i iterations. According to Lemma 1 in [40], we can
easily obtain that DomSize(Ki ) − DomSize(Ki−1 ) ≥
1
− DomSize(Ki−1 ))
and
k−i (DomSize(OP T )
DomSize(Ki ) ≥ (1 − (1 − k1 )i )DomSize(OP T ).
Therefore, according to Theorem 3 in [40], the greedy
algorithm achieves an approximate factor of (1 − √1e ).
Based on Equation 5, the time complexity of the greedy
algorithm is O((M − k) · 2k · d · k). When k is large, the
time consumption is still intolerable. Thus, we propose a
ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm, which can accelerate greatly
at the cost of a slight accuracy decrement.
ϵ-Constraint Greedy Algorithm. In each iteration of the
greedy algorithm, we choose a point with the largest incremental size into the result set K. It is obvious that with the
increase of |K|, the incremental size of si (∀si ∈ SKY −K)
reduces. Hence, we propose a ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm
to speed up the calculation.
In the ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm, we set a small value
ϵ. When there are L points in K, the points in SKY − K
are sorted by their incremental sizes w.r.t. K in descending
order. If the sum of incremental sizes of the first k − L
points in SKY − K is smaller than ϵ · DomSize(K), there
is no need for further calculation and the first k − L points
are added to K, because the remanent points have little
contributions to the dominance size of the chosen set. The
details are shown in Algorithm 4.
Next, we use an example to illustrate Algorithm 4. As
shown in Figure 9, given SKY = {s1 , · · · , s7 }, ϵ = 0.09
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Fig. 9. Calculate of the k-LDS in the 3-dimensional Space (ϵ = 0.09)
Algorithm 4: ϵ-constraint Greedy Algorithm
input : the skyline set SKY , a small value ϵ
output: k skyline points
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

initialize K= the point with the largest dominance size;
while |K| < k do
for each point si in SKY − K do
calculate the incremental size IncreSize(K, si );
sort the points in SKY − K by their incremental sizes
w.r.t. K in descending order;
move the first point from SKY − K to S;
Sum = the sum of the incremental sizes of the first
k − |K| points in SKY − K;
if Sum < ϵ × DomSize(K) then
move the first k − |K| points from SKY − K to K;
break; // jump out the while
return K;

and k = 5, first s2 with the largest dominance size is added
to K. Then, s5 and s2 with the largest incremental sizes
are inserted to K successively. Now K = {s2 , s5 , s6 } and
DomSize(K) = 0.224 + 0.056 + 0.015 = 0.295. The
points in SKY − K = {s1 , s3 , s4 , s7 } with the largest
two incremental sizes w.r.t. {s2 , s5 } are s4 and s3 (or s7 ).
The sum value is 0.022. Because 0.022 ≤ 0.09 × 0.295,
it is unnecessary for further calculations, all the remaining
points have little contributions to the dominance size of the
chosen set. s4 and a random point in {s3 , s7 } are inserted to
K. Therefore, the result of the ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm
is {s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 } (or {s2 , s4 , s5 , s6 , s7 }).
Let L be the number of points in K when the sum value
is smaller than ϵ · DomSize(K). The time complexity of ϵconstraint Greedy Algorithm is O((M −L)·2L ·d) (L < k).
The ratio of the dominance size using ϵ-constraint greedy
algorithm and that using greedy algorithm is greater than
1
1+ϵ , hence the approximate ratio of the ϵ-constraint greedy
1
algorithm is (1+ϵ)
(1− √1e ). With the increase of ϵ, both the
time cost and the accuracy of ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm
reduce. Therefore, ϵ is a tradeoff and it is important to set a
suitable ϵ. In Section 5.2, we empirically analyze the value
of ϵ in different data distributions.
4.3.2 ϵ-Constraint Greedy Algorithm Maintenance
In this subsection, we describe the maintenance method of
the ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm over a sliding window.

In each iteration of the ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm,
all the intermediate values (the intersection sizes and incremental sizes) are stored to facilitate the maintenance of
the k-LDS query over a sliding window (shown in Fig.
9). In the i-th iteration, (M − (i − 1))2i−1 intermediate
values are stored. After L iterations, the calculation of the
L
∑
ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm finishes. Hence,
(M −(i−
i=1

1))2i−1 = O((M − L)2L ) intermediate values are stored.
When a new skyline point snew is inserted into SKY ,
we recalculate the maintenance table. According to the ϵconstraint greedy algorithm, if snew is not a result point,
only 2L − 1 intermediate values are calculated. If snew is
the i-th (i < L) point in the result set and the other points
in the result set remain unchanged, O((M − L) · (2L − 2i ))
iterations are calculated to update the maintenance tables.
As an example shown in Fig. 9, given ϵ = 0.09 and
k = 5, when a point s8 ⟨0.5, 0.4, 0.4⟩ is inserted into the
skyline set, we first calculate DomSize(s8 ) = 0.18 <
DomSize(s2 ). K = {s2 } remains unchange. Second,
we calculate the intersection size between s8 and s2 and
obtain IncreSize(K, s8 ) = 0.06 which is the largest.
We insert s8 into K. Now K = {s2 , s8 } changes, we
should calculate the intersection sizes IntSize({si , s8 })
and IntSize({si , s2 , s8 } for every point si ∈ SKY − K.
Now the points with the largest 3 incremental sizes are
s6 , s4 , s7 . s6 is inserted to K and DomSize(K) = 0.224 +
0.06 + 0.015 = 0.299. The incremental sizes of s4 and s7
are both 0.012. The sum value 0.024 < ϵ · 0.299, hence,
s4 and s7 are inserted to K directly. The new result of the
ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm is {s2 , s8 , s6 , s4 , s7 }.
If the expire skyline point sold ∈ k-LDS(SKY ), intermediate values relating to the expired point sold are
abandoned. The corresponding values in the maintenance
table are updated. Suppose sold is the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ L)
point inserted into K, at most (M − L) · 2L − (M − i) · 2i
values in the maintenance table are recalculated. By setting
an appropriate ϵ, we can ensure that L is smaller than 10.
Thus, ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm is easily maintained
over a sliding window.
If multiple points are inserted to (or deleted from) the
sliding window, we also maintain these intermediate values
(shown in Figs. 7(b) and 9) over the sliding window. No
matter how the skyline changes, we can easily obtain the
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new k-LDS through the maintenance tables.

5 E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
Through extensive experiments, in this section, we demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms for k-LDS query processing over a sliding window.
The experimental platform includes a PC equipped with
an Intel Core i3-2120 CPU at 3.3GHz, 4GB RAM, and
a 500 GB hard disk. All the following algorithms are
implemented using C++:
• TD: the traditional dynamic programming method.
• PBA: the prefix-based algorithm of Section 4.2. It is
the default algorithm for the k-LDS computation when
the dimensionality is 2.
• GA: the greedy algorithm of Section 4.3.
• ϵ-GA: the ϵ-constraint greedy algorithm of Section 4.3.
It is the default algorithm for the k-LDS computation
when the dimensionality is 3 or more.
Following the experimental setups in [1], two synthetic
data sets, Anti-correlated and Independent (random), are
employed. They are produced by the data generator in [1].
Two real-world data sets, Stock data and forest environment
data. Stock data contain 3M records, and each record
has two attributions, profit and risk. Forest environment
data contain 2M records, each record has four attributes,
humidity, temperature, light and voltage. All the data are
normalized into [0,1]. A smaller value is better. The default
parameters of the synthetic data sets used in our experiments are listed in Table 1.
TABLE 1
A Summary of Notations
Notation
N
k
d
ϵ

Definition (Default Values)
size of sliding window (1M)
number of representative skyline points (10)
dimensionality of the date set (4)
independent data sets (0.05),
anti-correlated data sets (0.15)

In order to record some stable experimental results, for
each experiment, we generate 100 large data sets and record
the average measured values.
5.1 Representativeness of the k-LDS
In this subsection, we compare our k-LDS with the topk RSP (RSP) [4], the distance-based representative skyline
(DRS) [5] and k-regret minimizing set (k-regret) [38]. We
verify that our k-LDS performs better than RSP, DRS and
k-regret to measure the representativeness of the chosen set
over the sliding window.
First, we demonstrate the representativeness of these
four definitions in a real data set. It is generally accepted
that a set with a large dominance number [4] has high
representativeness. As can be seen from Fig. 10, 800 stock
records have 11 skyline points and k = 4. Using LDS
(ours) and RSP [4], most of the points can be dominated
by the 4 chosen representative points. However, if we use
DRS [5] and k-regret [38], their dominance numbers are
not satisfactory.

Fig. 10. Representativeness of the Proposed k-LDS
Second, we test the stability of these four queries. When
the sliding window is full, 105 points arrive continuously,
hence the query results are reported 105 times. We record
the change number and the recalculation number to measure the stability of these four definitions. For each of
the four representative skyline selection criteria (k-LDS,
RSP [4], DRS [5] and k-regret [38]), its change number is
initialized to 0. If the new result (k-LDS, RSP, DRS or kregret) is distinguishable from the previous one, its change
number increases by 1. The change numbers of k-LDS,
RSP [4], DRS [5] and k-regret [38] are denoted as LDS,
RSP, DRS and k-regret, respectively. The recalculation
number of k-LDS is the number of times that k-LDS has
to be recalculated (denoted as Recal). DRS and k-regret
should be recalculated if the full skyline set changes and
the recalculation numbers of DRS and k-regret are both
denoted as SKY. Once the sliding window slides, top-k
RSP should be recalculated. The recalculation number of
top-k RSP is a fixed value of 105 , which is not given in
Fig. 11.
In Fig. 11, we report the effect of integer k on the
change numbers and recalculation numbers for different
queries. By increasing k, the change number of RSP goes
up remarkably, whereas the change numbers of DRS, LDS
and k-regret are insensitive to k. As the subfigures show
in Fig. 11, for various k, the change number of LDS is
usually smaller than those of RSP, DRS and k-regret. Based
on this analysis, LDS is more stable and more suitable
for data stream environments. In addition, Fig. 11 also
reports the recalculation number of LDS (denoted as Recal),
DRS and k-regret (both denoted as SKY). Note that RSP
needs to be recalculated whenever a new point arrives.
So the recalculation number of RSP is a fixed value 105 ,
which is omitted in the figures. It is apparent that the
recalculation number of LDS is the smallest. Thus, the kLDS computation is much more stable than RSP, DRS and
k-regret.
Third, we testify the efficiency of these four definitions.
We record the amortized costs [21] 2 of LDS, DRS, RSP
and k-regret. In Fig. 12, we report the effect of k on time
2. Amortized cost denotes the average processing time of 105 queries.
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Fig. 11. Change Numbers and Recalculation Numbers
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cost for different queries. By increasing k, the time cost
of LDS almost has no change. The time costs of DRS and
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smaller than those of DRS, RSP and k-regret. Therefore,
LDS has the best efficiency in all these four queries.
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5.2 Comparative Study of Algorithms Accuracy
Since the target of the algorithm MaxDis in [7] is the same
with our k-LDS. We test the accuracy of our algorithms and
the MaxDis. Our algorithm PBA for 2D space is exact, so
we only evaluate the accuracy of GA, ϵ-GA and MaxDis
against different settings. Similar to Section 5.1, the entire
105 points flow into the sliding window continuously, and
we record the average dominance size.
First of all, we evaluate the accuracy of the 4 types
of data streams, including 2D anti-correlated, stock, forest
environment data, and 4D anti-correlated. The reason of
adopting a 2D data stream is that the k-LDS computation is
very complex when d ≥ 3. Therefore, we can only calculate
the exact dominance size of the k-LDS for 2D data using
PBA. As shown in Fig. 13, the dominance size of query
result using ϵ-GA is smaller than that using GA. But the
difference is very small. Hence, the accuracy of GA and ϵGA are close. The dominance size of MaxDis is much less
than ϵ-GA when the dimensionality is large. Therefore, the
accuracy of MaxDis is much poorer than those of GA and
ϵ-GA. More specifically, for 2D-anti and Stock, although
both GA and ϵ-GA use a greedy strategy to compute the
k-LDS, both of them can achieve high accuracy that are
quite close to the exact value.
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Fig. 12. The Time Cost of the Proposed k-LDS
As shown in the above experiments, our k-LDS has good
performance on both the representativeness and the efficiency. Next, by setting various parameters, more comparisons
between LDS, DRS, RSP and k-regret are given in Table
2. Compared with RSP, RDS and k-regret, our k-LDS is
the much more efficient than other queries over the sliding
window model. The dominance number of the k-LDS is
slightly less than that of RSP. However, the dominance
number of the k-LDS is much more than those of DRS
and k-regret. Moreover, k-LDS is much more efficient than
RSP, DRS and k-regret. Particularly, in multi-dimensional
data sets, the time consumption of RSP over the sliding
window is intolerable. Comprehensively considering the
representativeness and efficiency, the k-LDS is the most
appropriate means to choose k representative skyline points

Fig. 13. The Dominance Size
Next, we study the effect of ϵ on the accuracy and time
cost. For different values of ϵ, we compare the ratios of the
dominance size of ϵ-GA’s result set to that of GA, and the
amortized costs of ϵ-GA and GA. The results are presented
in Fig. 14. From Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), it is observable
that a larger value of ϵ makes ϵ-GA terminate earlier. The
accuracy of ϵ-GA and the amortized cost decrease with the
increase of ϵ. More specially, the dominance size of ϵ-GA
is close to that of GA when ϵ < 0.1. The amortized cost
of ϵ-GA reduces slightly when ϵ ≥ 0.05. Thus, we set
ϵ = 0.05 for the independent data sets. As can be seen, we
observe a similar trend in Figs. 14(c) and 14(d). Thus, we
set ϵ = 0.15 for the anti-correlated data sets.
In Fig. 15, we study the effect of k on the dominance
sizes of GA, ϵ-GA and MaxDis. The dominance sizes of
GA, ϵ-GA and MaxDis increase slightly with the increase
of k. The dominance sizes of GA and ϵ-GA are very close
no matter how the parameters change. For 3D independent
data, the dominance size of MaxDis is close to those of ϵGA and GA. For 5D independent data and anti-correlated
data, the dominance size of MaxDis is much less than that
of ϵ-GA.
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Dimension
2

Parameters
Sliding Window Size
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k
10

Distribution
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2

2 ×106

20

anti-correlated

4

106

10

independent

4

2 × 106

20

anti-correlated

100

1e-002
amortized cost (sec)

ratio of dominance size (%)

TABLE 2
Performances of the k-LDS and RSP for Various Parameters
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Fig. 14. Accuracy under Different Values of ϵ
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Fig. 15. Dominance Size vs. k
By setting appropriate ϵ in data sets with different
distributions, we can observe that the accuracy of ϵ-GA
is close to GA, and ϵ-GA accelerates significantly at the
cost of a slight accuracy decrement. MaxDis has a poor
accuracy in anti-correlated data sets.
5.3 Evaluation of Algorithm Efficiency
In this subsection, we study the efficiency of the our
algorithms and MaxDis. First of all, we evaluate the amortized cost by utilizing TD, PBA and MaxDis in 2D anticorrelated data sets. As shown in Fig. 16(a), we test the
effect of the sliding window size N on the time cost.

k-LDS
RSP
DRS
k-regret
k-LDS
RSP
DRS
k-regret
k-LDS
RSP
DRS
k-regret
k-LDS
RSP
DRS
k-regret

Test Values
Dominance Number Time Cost (ms)
999972
0.001843
999977
0.2701
878478
0.01751
818357
0.04625
1999410
0.00431
1999810
1.469
1734767
0.0547
1678959
0.2567
991524
0.021204
996894
197.28
786762
0.4657
712684
2.794
1442749
0.20363
1579771
19414.94
1357658
10.684
128467
98.75

The amortized costs of TD and PBA remain stable when
increasing N . The amortized cost of MaxDis increases
with increasing N . PBA is more efficient than TD and
MaxDis. In Fig. 16(b), we test the influence of k on the
time consumption. By increasing k, the amortized cost of
TD increases linearly, while the amortized costs of PBA and
MaxDis go up slightly. PBA achieves a better performance
than TD and MaxDis.
Next, we test the efficiency of GA, ϵ-GA and MaxDis
with multi-dimensional data sets. In Fig. 17, we report the
effect of the sliding window size N on the time consumption. Regardless of the data distribution, amortized cost
basically keeps stable when increasing N . The amortized
cost in anti-correlated data set is much larger than that in
independent data sets. The reason is the number of skyline
points in anti-correlated data sets is much larger than that
in independent data sets. In independent data, MaxDis is
more efficient than GA and ϵ-GA. However, ϵ-GA is more
efficient than MaxDis in anti-correlated data. That’s because
MaxDis is more sensitive to the size of the full skyline, and
there are more skyline points in anti-correlated data than
that of independent data.
As shown in Fig. 18, we test the influence of k on
the time cost. By increasing k, the amortized costs of ϵGA and MaxDis increase slightly, whereas the amortized
cost of GA increases exponentially. In independent data,
MaxDis is a little better than ϵ-GA, whereas ϵ-GA has a
better performance than MaxDis in anti-correlated data.
In Fig. 19, we evaluate the effect of d on time consumption. The amortized costs of ϵ-GA, GA and MaxDis
increase exponentially along when increasing d. This is because the number of skyline points increases exponentially
along with the increase of d. Similarly, MaxDis is a little
better than ϵ-GA in the independent data and worse than
ϵ-GA in the anti-correlated data.
In summary, the efficiency of ϵ-GA and MaxDis has
little difference. However, ϵ-GS is much more accurate
than MaxDis. Hence, ϵ-GA can process k-LDS in multiple
dimensional space efficiently and accurately.
Based on analysis above, it can be concluded that our
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k-LDS query is suitable for data stream environments.
Besides, PBA and ϵ-GA can compute the k-LDS effectively.

6 C ONCLUSIONS
As an important variant of skyline, the k representative skyline is a useful tool if the number of skyline points is large.
In this paper, we studied the problem of k representative
skyline over streaming data and proposed a novel concept
called the k-largest dominance skyline query (k-LDS). We
demonstrated that our k-LDS is more effective than the
previous definitions of k representative skyline in data
stream environments. To efficiently compute the k-LDS
over a sliding window, we proposed an algorithm PBA for
2D data sets, and further presented the maintenance method
of PBA over a sliding window. PBA can rapidly calculate
the k-LDS results in a 2D space by utilizing some efficient
computation methods. Since the k-LDS problem is very
complex in a d-dimensional space (d ≥ 3), we provided an
approximation algorithm GA to process the query. In order
to speed up the calculation, we proposed an ϵ-constraint
greedy algorithm (ϵ-GA). It gains remarkable acceleration
at the cost of a slight accuracy decrement. Comprehensive
experimental results demonstrated the advantages of k-LDS
and efficiency of PBA and ϵ-GA.
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Fig. 20. The Effect of ϵ on Accuracy and Efficiency
Table 4 shows that in correlated distributions, our kLDS and RSP almost dominate all other non-skyline points.
The representativeness of DRS and k-regret are little worse
than those of k-LDS and RSP. In 2D correlated data sets,
the skyline size is very small, even smaller than k, so kLDS, RSP DRS and k-regret have little distinction. In 4D
correlated data sets, considering the representativeness and
efficiency, the performance k-LDS is better than RSP, DRS
and k-regret. Next, we provide the experimental results in
correlated data sets for other settings.
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We give detailed proofs for the theorems here.
Theorem 1: Given all the points in k-order and their
largest k-combination sets, the k-LDS is the one in these
largest k-combination sets with the largest dominance size.
Proof: Given a k-skyline set Sj whose last point is si ,
if Sj is not si ’s largest k-combination, Sj ’s dominance size
is smaller than that of k-LaCom(si ). Thus, Sj can never
be the k-LDS. This proves the theorem.
Theorem 2: Given a point si in (l + 1)-order and the
largest l-combination sets of the points sorted before si in
l-order, si ’s largest l-prefix set must be the one in these
largest l-combinations sets with the largest prefix size w.r.t.
si .
Proof: We assume that S is si ’s largest l-prefix set, and
S ̸∈ l-LaCom(sj ), ∀sj ∈ l-Order. S’s last point s′ must
belong to l-Order, thus the prefix size of l-LaCom(s′ )
w.r.t. si must be larger than that of S. S cannot be si ’s
largest l-prefix set. The assumption fails. Therefore, the
theorem can be proven.
Theorem 3: If l-xi,i+1 ≤ l-xi−1,i , then l-LaCom(si )
does not have the largest range.
Proof: When x > l-xi,i+1 , f (l-LaCom(si ), x) < f (lLaCom(si+1 ), x). When x
≤
l-xi−1,i , f (lLaCom(si ), x) < f (l-LaCom(si−1 ), x). The theorem
holds.
Theorem 4: O(M − k) iterations are required to obtain
the largest ranges for all the largest l-combinations.
Proof: According to Algorithm 2 and Theorem 3, if
we know l-LaRan(si ) = ∅, we do not need to calculate
the values l-xi,j (∀j > i). Thus it only needs at most M −k
iterations to trigger line 14 in Algorithm 2. We only need
at most 2·(M −k) iterations to calculate the corresponding
values l-xi,j .
Theorem 5: If an expired skyline point sold ̸∈ k-LDS,
then the k-LDS does not change.
Proof: Since sold ̸∈ SKY , the points which are only
dominated by sold are added to the skyline set. Because
sold ̸∈ k-LDS, replacing any point in k-LDS by any newly
added point makes the dominance size smaller. Hence, the
k-LDS does not change.
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data set, data stream
points in data set/data stream
pi ’s dominance space
dominance size of point pi /set S
the intersection dominance size of S
all the subsets of S with l points
a subset with k skyline points
size of the sliding window
data in the current sliding window
the skyline set of DSN
number of points in SKY (DSN )
the k-LDS of DSN
the prefix size of P w.r.t. si
the l-largest combination of si

ratio of dominance size (%)

Notation
D, DS
pi , p j
DomSpa(pi )
DomSize(pi )/DomSize(S)
IntSize(S)
l-Sets(S)
K
N
DSN
SKY (DSN )
M
k-LDS(DSN )
P reSize(P, si )
l-LaCom(si )

1. Experimental results in correlated data sets.
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TABLE 3
A summary of notations
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Fig. 22. The Effect of Parameters in Correlated Data Sets
2. We test the effect of the flow rate. The results in Fig
23 show that the time cost of algorithms increases with
increasing the flow rate. When more points are inserted in
or deleted from the sliding window each time, the skyline
has a greater probability to change.
3. We test our PBA and ϵ-GA (using maintenance tables)
with the naive algorithm (to recalculate when the skyline
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TABLE 4
Performances of the k-LDS and RSP in Correlated Distribution
Parameters
Sliding Window Size
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Fig. 23. The Effect of Flaw Rate
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Fig. 24. 2D Anti-correlated Data Sets
changes). The example shows the benefit of our algorithms.
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